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May 2007 to September 2007 
 
27 September - Read James Lea-Cox's race report from Singletrack mania and check out all the addicts photo's from the event here. 
 
27 September - Check out the latest issue of GO MULTI Magazine for an article about the McCain Adventure Addicts, on shelves now. 
 

25 September - Wow......what a race!! Brilliant!! Awesome!! Fantastic!! Amazing!! Some of the words to describe the past weekends Singletrack Mania Adventure Race held 
from Port St John's to Port Edward on the Wild Coast.  The race basically headed up the coastline with two legs heading inland for a paddling section and a kloofing section.  
The race was a great mixture of legs, easy macro navigation, with tough micro navigation, easy legs and hard legs. Overall a tough race if you pushed hard, easy race if you 
cruised, with unbelievable scenery. 
 
The Addicts team of Graham Bird, Jeannette Walder, James Lea-Cox and Tatum Prins had a stunning race, leading for the first half of the race before Team USN had a better 
route choice out of the kloof, giving them a slight advantage, which the addicts managed to close down and then re-establish there lead again.  The team eventually crossed 
the finish line in 1st position after approximately 37 hours and 22 minutes of racing.  See some race photo's below.  Race report and more photos to follow later in the week. 
 

 

 
 
 
20 September - The team is all set and raring to go at this coming weekends Singletrack Mania 200km Adv Race. In a break from tradition, race organiser, Fred Richardson 
has sent out maps and race instructions to teams this past week, allowing all teams to pre plot and prepare before arriving at the venue. We also held race briefing online on 
the 18th September. It eases the stress for the night before.  The race is going to be starting at Port St Johns and finishing at Port Edward - 220km later. Approximately 40km 
of paddling, 104km MTB and 80km of hiking await the adventure racers.  Checkout the Checkpoints and transitions on google earth by opening this file in Google earth.  
 
 
17 September - The past weekend saw two addicts in action on opposite ends of the country. In Johannesburg, Graham Bird returned to his roots, competing in the local 
canoe race, while in Cape Town, Tatum competed in the prestigous Table Mountain Challenge.  
 
Graham paddled the 35km Remax Klip canoe race held on the Klip river just outside Johannesburg, finishing 5th overall and 1st Sub Veteran.  Not bad for an "old has been".   
 
Meanwhile, "Super Hobbit", Tatum Prins was making waves at the Table Mountain Challenge in Cape Town. Here is Tatum's brief (???) report (remember, she is from Cape Town 
when you read it!!):   
 
"Table Mountain Challenge –35km/1650m/4h29 - TMC started off with a bang, with over 450 trail runners on the start line and Trevor Ball dressed as a clown we all knew we 
were in for one hell of a day. 5- 4- 3- 2- 1 eeeeehhhaa! The crowd cheered as the runners started their 35km run around, up, across and down Table Mountain. The initial hill 
into deer park was a nightmare as the pace was set with top runners Warren Pattersen and Bruce Arnet taking the lead. With much huffing and puffing (and a couple of swear 
words) we headed into Deer Park. 
 
The 1st leg was a tough one, there was not much down and a whole lot of up. The total leg was 8.6km and you felt like you spent most of it climbing. My legs were heavy and 
already I was starting to wonder just how I was going to get through the day. Reaching the path below the block house was a great relief, the 2nd leg was much easier, 
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contouring around the mountain on a great technical path, crossing beautiful streams and waterfalls before heading down into Constantia Nek. As we came into the transition 
our spirits were immediately lifted. We were met with cheering supporters, mothers who had no sympathy, and a lot of people who wouldn’t let you stop. With just enough 
time for an equipment check and a banana we flew( i so badly wanted to fly that I imagined it..) down to Orange Kloof, an area which is usually restricted and is incredibly 
beautiful. 
 
At this point I was still finding the run really tough, my legs still hadn’t warmed up and I couldn’t get into a rhythm. I knew I was lying 2nd but had no idea where the next lady 
was so I pushed on, finally reaching the bottom of Llandudno Corner ready to face the monster climb to the top. What a breeze, with Elvis on the mountain, 2 more clowns and 
Jacque Marais all cheering us on, the climb couldn’t have been better and then...I finally  found my legs. � 
 
The rest of the run was brilliant. The trail continued along the top to Kasteelspoort and descended down to the pipe track where I became an obsessed horse smelling home. I 
realized if I really hooked it I would come in at under 4h30, so I ran like the wind, coming home 2nd , 12th overall in 4h29. 
Wow, what a race! 
 
Well done to all the runners and especially to Warren and Jeannie for smashing the records and making it look so easy. A huge thank you to the crazy Adventure Works team. 
You guys put on the most superb event, one that has an energy and vibe like no other. ‘Elvis lives on…’ " 
 
 
10 September 2007 - Mazda Haenertsburg Mountain Bike Marathon – Saturday 8 September 2007 - The McCain Adventure Addicts team of Graham Bird (Tweet), Jeannette 
Walder (Bubbles), James Lea Cox, Tatum Prins, Cobus & Cindy van Zyl and Rob McGloughlin went up to participate in the race and to spend the weekend getting in some 
training before the team leaves for the Ecomotion adventure race  in Brazil. Read Robert McGloughlin's report here. 
 
 
4 September 2007 - McCAIN ADVENTURE ADDICTS GET REVVED UP FOR RIO  
 
October 2007 places Rio de Janeiro as the backdrop for a display of extreme endurance, strength and determination that will see one of South Africa’s top Adventure Racing 
teams competing in the 5th annual Ecomotion Pro Adventure Race, which forms part of the Adventure Racing World Series. 
 
The gruelling 500km challenge incorporates Mountain Biking, Trekking, Vertical Rope Skills, Kayaking, Rafting, Orienteering and more, as 50 teams from all over the world 
navigate across the beaches, mountains, cascades, trails and sierras of the Northern part of the Rio de Janeiro state to the border of Espirito Santo State.  
  
A test of the mental and physical stamina and skills of even the toughest athlete? “Think again!” says South Africa’s McCain Adventure Addicts. Having competed and achieved 
great success at top levels both locally and internationally, the Addicts are psyched for the challenge. The four-member team, powered by McCain’s essential range of healthy 
foods, has been carefully tailored to conquer the challenge with a strong combination of stamina, endurance, strategy and accurate navigation.  
 
Adventure Racing is all about team-work, demanding a mix of athletes who combine to exceed the individual strengths and weaknesses of the individual team members. The 
McCain Adventure Addicts’ squad for the Ecomotion Pro will be led and managed by former National Canoeing Captain, Graham Bird. Having won the majority of canoe races in 
South Africa Bird now focuses his energy on Adventure Racing, also taking part in various running, mountain biking, canoeing and multi-sport events. Among his Adventure 
Racing accolades to date are two 500km+ expedition races – the 580km Bull Of Africa and the 780km Primal Quest in Utah USA.  
 
Bird is joined by two of the strongest all-round female athletes in the country, namely Jeannette Walder and Tatum Prins.  
 
Top South African paddler Jeannette Walder has been part of the team since its inception in 2004. A huge inspiration to her team-mates, she has played a vital role in the 
building of the team and its success over the past three years. Walder boasts top finishes in various running, mountain biking, canoeing and multi-sport events in which she 
regularly participates. She has competed in several Adventure Races around the country and the world, including the Bull Of Africa and Primal Quest. As a Pre Primary School 
Teacher she also brings to the team a unique and innate ability to appease and uplift team dynamics amongst peers who are often pushed to breaking point under the most 
trying conditions. 
 
Personal Trainer and Outdoor Fitness Instructor Tatum Prins gives new meaning to the term ‘endurance athlete’. Her river guiding back round led her to Adventure Racing in 
2004 and she has raced locally and abroad in events ranging from short sprints to massive expeditions. Prins participated in the Adventure Racing World Championships in New 
Zealand in 2005 and more recently in Scotland and boasts mammoth achievements in mountain biking and trail running. Her experience and all-round abilities will no doubt be 
of huge value in a race that insists on strong spirits and superior technical skills for success.  
 
Boasting an unhealthy love for technical rope sections in atrocious weather conditions, James Lea-Cox is the final member of the four-person McCain Adventure Addicts team 
for the Ecomotion Pro. A participant in Adventure Racing since 2004, he’s climbed through Southern Africa and adds vital experience in principal navigation, rock climbing and 
challenging mountain biking and trekking race legs. 
 
The Addicts will be competing in various events in final preparations for the strenuous challenge that awaits them in Brazil, including a 250km Adventure Race at the end of 
September that offers ‘an ideal opportunity for the team to gel and fine-tune interactions in an actual race environment’, says Bird.   
 
Bird and crew head to Rio on the 17th of October, and then to the still-to-be-named host city for six days of serious non-stop racing from the 21st of October.  
 
For more information on the Ecomotion Pro 2007 go to http://www.ecomotion.com.br/ecomotionpro2007/eco_en.asp and find out about McCain Real Ovenbake Chips and 
other healthy lifestyle enhancing products at http://www.mccain.com/. 
 
 
3 September 2007 - The addicts had three teams competing in the "Philip Swanepoel" Memorial AR Sprint this past weekend. Graham Bird and Cape Town Based Evert Mientjes 
teamed up, James Lea-Cox and Jeannette Walder forming the first of the Addicts mixed teams and then Cobus van Zyl partnering Anthea Gould for the other mixed team.   
 
The race started and finished at Moreleta Kloof Nature Reserve in Pretoria.  The race got off to a blistering start, with 92 teams heading off on a 3km trail run around the 
nature reserve to collect 3 points.  Surprisingly the Addict’s pair of Graham and Evert managed to finish the run in the lead and head off down the Moreleta spruit to the Fairie 
Glen Nature Reserve on the mountain biking leg with a slim lead.  Once at the Fairie Glen Nature Reserve, the teams dropped off there bikes and headed off for another short 
trail run, before heading into the suburbs of Pretoria on their MTB's towards the finish.  Unfortunately Evert broke a chain on the bike he had borrowed, effectively putting the 
pairing out of the race for the top positions.   
 
The addicts mixed teams also suffered mechanical problems with Jeannette slashing a side wall of her back tire and Cobus getting a puncture.  At the end the men’s pair of 
Graham and Evert managed to hold off the mixed pair of James and Jeannette in an end sprint for 10th position while Cobus and Anthea came home in 32th position. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
29 August 2007 - It is with great pleasure and anticipation that we welcome Tatum Prins to the Adventure Addicts squad.  Tatum brings a 
vast amount of experience and strength to the squad. Tatum raced with a Danish team at the ARWC in Scotland earlier this year, finishing a 
very creditable 14th. Photo is of Tatum at one of the transitions at the ARWC.  Hopefully we can help her sort out whatever her problem was 
at that point!! We think it is because she had run out of clean socks. See Tatum's profile here 
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27 August 2007 - As the addicts prepare for the "Philip Swanepoel Memorial" AR sprint to be held this Saturday, 1 September in Pretoria, it is time to reflect and remember 
the huge impact that Philip has had on all our lives. The addicts had the privilege of racing a number of times with Philip over the past eight and a half years. Sakkie and Philip 
began Adventure Racing together in 1999 while living in the town of Middelburg, Mpumalunga. They were instantly successful on the South African AR scene and were part of 
the first South African team that competed at an international adventure race, the Southern Traverse in New Zealand, in 1999. From then on Philip went on to develop into 
one of the strongest Adventure Racers in South Africa, winning many local AR's of various distances, with the highlight of his AR career being the 4th position at the 2004 Eco 
challenge in Fuji, as part of Team Mazda.  Graham and Jeannette first raced with Philip in 2004 when they began competing in AR, winning two races with him, including the 
200km Dragons Peak AR.  After this Philip went off to work in Iraq to raise funds in order to pursue his dream of becoming a commercial helicopter pilot.  Philip returned to SA 
earlier this year and immediately began his training to become a chopper pilot.  
 
Philip did numerous races for the Addict’s throughout this year and was part of the addicts’ team that competed at the Adventure racing world championships in Scotland in 
May 2007.  
 
It was a very very sad day when we received the news of Philip's helicopter crash.  It was a huge shock to us all.  Philip was one of the toughest people we had met and was 
unbreakable in our eyes. In all the adventures we had done with him, he was always an inspiration and amazed us with his strength and enthusiasm for anything he did.  
 
On the right is a photo that Hanlie sent. This sums up Philip - always pushing the limits and giving 120%.   
 
As Philip leaves us to go to another point, we gather this weekend to bid farewell to Philip and thank him for all that he gave us. His memories and his enthusiasm will live 
with us forever..........Good-bye Philip!!! 
 
Comments from Evert Mientjies: "First Augrabies Drifter Final 2002 – As Team Edge, his whole attitude to racing, when the TV crew ask him beforehand about the race he 
said: “ We didn’t come here to come second or third…..” and also later in the race where we had to basically pushed our bikes the whole night through the sand….he will see 
the PC ride as fast as he can to  the point, and by the time we get there he had a meeting with the sleep monster….he will just stop his bike, get off, sit right next to it and 
take a 5 min nap (backpack still on his back). After we clipped the PC , John has to wake him and he will just get on his bike and carry on as if nothing has happened.   
  
100km race of Hanno, where we got a half and hour penalty for Mark’s rain jacket that got left in the Transition, Sonja made us sit in the frost for the Half and hour, and being 
so cold now from sitting we had to cross a dam straight away. Michelle, not known for taking the cold to well, was grabbed by Philip and he just goes…even up to today that 
was still the coldest water I went through in a AR. 
 
And then last year a week before Ironman, I got this phone call from Iraq…. just to say I must enjoy the race. Or the snake he caught on the last leg of the 2003 Lesotho race, 
with his petzl, and put it in his backpack to take back to Middelburg. 
 
So many other memories……but forgetting him will be impossible!!!!! Vaarwel ou pel. Evert."  
 

Comments from Sakkie Meyer: "It was very sad news when I got the message from you about Phil. I still can't believe it. Philip and I'm coming a long way back and he was a 
great friend that will be greatly missed. He is the guy who would move mountains for family and friends. No mountain was ever to big for him. I've learned so much about AR 
and about life through him. We both learned the hard way about all the tricks of the trade of AR back in the day. There were no teams or people to look up to, to get some 
inspiration or tips about our passionate sport. I know that we all will look back at how passionate and what an inspiration Philip was to me and us all. We had so many 
adventures together. We always passed one another to the limit. Life was so exciting when he was around, no dull moments. I am here in NZ persuing my dream, AR just like 
how you (Philip) chased your dream, flying. It is back here in NZ in 1999 when we both got this new passion in our lives of AR. Philip, or as I sometimes called you, Daniel: I'm 
going to miss you my friend. But you live on in me, my life and how to enjoy and live life. You are free and flying forever now and I know that you will still be with all of us 
when we race, get lost, get tired or achieve goals.   
 
Thank you and God Bless You. Untill we meet again my friend.  Sakkie" 
 
See more on Philip here. 
 
 
23 August 2007 - Read the Trans Baviaans Race report and look at the photo's 
 

20 August 2007 - Two teams of addicts headed to the Eastern Cape over the past weekend for the Trans Baviaans MTB Race, the longest one day Mtb race in the world and 
sees competitors cycling from Willowmore, 230km through the Baviaanskloof to Jefferys Bay. 
 
The McCain Adventure Addicts team of Graham Bird, Stuart Rawlinson and James Lea-Cox got off to a slow start with the team lying in around 27th position at the second 
checkpoint at 110km.  The team then had a fantastic second half, eventually crossing the line in 6th place overall in a time of 11h03.    The addicts mixed team of Alice 
Rawlinson and Robert McGloughlin unfortunately missed checkpoint three while lying in the top five in the mixed category. They crossed the line after 13h15 of cycling, but 
were subsequently disqualified due to the missed checkpoint.  
 
"It was an awesome race, with spectacular views and scenery" commented team captain after the race. Race report to follow later in the week. 
 
 
7 August 2007 – Addicts - Stuart Rawlinson and James Lea-Cox, competed in the Imana Wild Ride along the Transkei coast last week.  The four day, 200km mountain bike 
event takes teams of two from Kei river mouth in the south to Umngazi river bungalows in the north, with the race stopping at the various hotels along the coast for the 
overnights. Read James Lea-Cox’s race report. 
 
 
29 July 2007 – It was with great sadness that the McCain Addicts learned of Philip Swanepoel’s helicopter crash. Philip 
had competed in many races throughout the past year with the McCain Addicts, including the Adventure Racing World 
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Championships at the end of May. Philip is currently busy completing his helicopter pilots license.  The crash happened late afternoon on Saturday 29 July, while Phil was on a 
solo training flight just outside Kimberley.  He apparently hit some power lines and then crashed into the Vaal River.  The helicopter has been recovered and the search 
continues for Philip. 
 
Below is a profile Philip wrote for the addicts website on the 30 June: "Philip Swanepoel: Age 37. Higher Diploma Elec Eng. I have always enjoyed been in the outdoors and 
after I moved to South Africa the opportunity arise to compete in all kind of extreme sports. I started off with running, then road cycling and soon converted to mountain 
biking (receiving national colours in 1997), canoeing and triathlon. When the 1st AR in South Africa was advertised I knew this was made for me. I entered the first Hi-Tec AR 
series and after winning the serie final 500km in the Cederberg in 1999 we were of to New Zealand to compete in the Southern Traverse. I had a passion for the sport. After a 
few years we have build a competitive team (Team Mazda) and competed internationally with good results. Besides racing for team Mazda I have also been racing for other 
teams and got the opportunity to do the Arctic Team Challenge in Greenland as well as the 2007 World Champs in Scotland with McCain Adventure Addicts. My strength is 
technical on foot as well as cycling." 
 

22 July 2007 - Jozi Adventure Sprint Challenge Series – Saturday, 21st July saw 21 teams lining up for the start of the Jozi Adventure Sprint Challenge Series just off 
Witkoppen Road in Johannesburg. Teams were provided with basic street maps with which to locate various checkpoints along sections of the Braamfontein spruit  and 
Sandspruit utilising the disciplines of trail running, mountain biking and kloofing over a distance of approximately 30 km. The McCain Adventure Addicts pairs of Stuart 

Rawlinson & James Lea-Cox and Alice Rawlinson & Rob McGloughlin took to the streets for a short run down to the lower sections of the Braamfontein spruit.  Stu and James 
quickly took the lead followed closely by the Harmony Gold team.  Teams had to clip 3 Checkpoints before returning to the start to collect their bikes for the next section.  
McCain dropped to 3rd as James was still suffering with a bout a flu, but a quick transition change had them in the lead again.   McCain maintained their lead while navigating 
through streams, single and jeep track, over palisade fences, under bridges and dodging over priced SUV’s. 
 
Halfway through the bike section teams had to proceed on foot through a short urban kloofing section, clipping one Checkpoint before returning to the transition. McCain 
completed this section is just over 10 minutes and where able to depart while Harmony where still getting their feet wet.  A short section of tarred roads had McCain back in 
the Sandspruit with Harmony hot on the tails. The route proceeded downstream till CP 11 at 12th Road. Race director Phillip van der Leeuw had kindly requested that teams do 
not proceed down stream beyond this checkpoint for fear of being shot and to rather use Bowling Avenue. Stu decided that McCain should cross the river at this point and exit 
to the bridge via a gap between some razor wire rather that risk impalement on a particularly vicious looking section of palisade fence.  This route choice allowed McCain to 
pull ahead of Harmony on the next tar section. 
 
McCain raced along Bowling Avenue until Witkoppen Road and the next CP located next to the bridge.  From here the route went back along the river until the start point.  A 
friendly marshal was on hand to direct us to CP 14, which happened to be the same as CP 1. Luckily teams were to keep on their bikes and thus McCain quickly returned along 
some flowing single track to take first place overall in a time of just over 2 hours. Harmony followed 10 minutes later.  The second McCain team of Alice and Rob finished in 5th 
place and first mixed pair overall.   The McCain Adventure Addicts would care to thank Phillip van der Leeuw from Extreme Events for a well staged event, which ensured that 
even the locals saw parts of Jozi they had never seen before! (James Lea-Cox) 
 
 
19 July 2007 – Medscheme Walkerville Classic MTB race - On Sunday 15th July, the McCain Addicts headed out to Walkerville to for the 60km MTB race, the team consisted 
of Rob McGloughlin, Alex & Vicky Wagner, Graham Bird, Anthea Gould, James Lea-Cox and Stu Rawlinson.  
 
The race starts with a fast 8 km before hitting the first major obstacle, a steep climb up to the radio tower which was the King of the Mountains hot spot. Rob was out near the 
front being closely followed by James. Vicky was also going nicely in the Elite Women’s race comfortably in 5th position. Graham and Alex were racing together in the front 
third of the pack, having passed Stu after some early bike admin. Learn the lesson and just sort it out properly during the week. Equipment failure is never an excuse for a bad 
race. The last few km of the race are relatively flat and on district road or quick tracks and you arrive at the finish sooner than expected having joined the shorter race about 
15km from the finish. Rob put in a great race finishing 10th in the Senior Men’s and was closely followed by James about ten minutes further back. James had been suffering 
with a small bout of flu which held him up through the first section before he settled into a comfortable pace and finished strongly. Alex and Graham were caught on the finish 
line by Stu and all of them came in about 5 seconds apart. The team was now eagerly awaiting Vicky at the finish line after her superb performance a few weeks before on the 
Bike leg of Wartrail. Vicky eventually came in 5th not too far off a podium finish.  
 
It was a demanding course in the end due to the pace of the race and it proved to be a great training ride for the team and will help with lifting the team in preparation for the 
Singletrack 200km. (Stuart Rawlinson) 
 
 
3 July 2007 - The past weekend saw eight addicts competing in various stages of the three day multisport event, the Salomon Wartrail.  The race is held in the area 
surrounding Lady Grey and Aliwal North in the Eastern Cape and after the cold front last week, the mountains in the area were covered in snow. The event comprises a 60km 
hike on day one, 135km Mtb on day two and a 62km paddle on day three. The McCain Chicks of Jeannette Walder, Vicky Wagner and Cindy van Zyl ahd a fantastic race, winning 
the ladies team section. Other notably performances was Cobus van Zyl finishing third on the 60 km hike from Lady Grey to Balloch.  Read James Lea-Cox’s race report. 
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Checkout photo’s  
 
 
23 June 2007 - After a few weeks of reflection and recuperation, Graham Bird’s race report on the ARWC has finally been loaded. Click here to read. Checkout photo’s 
here    
 
 
4 June 2007 - The Addicts bid farewell to Sakkie Meyer, who after competing with the team for the past two years, is heading to New Zealand for while.  His strength, 
toughness and experience will be missed!! Hopefully he will get tired of supporting the All Blacks and rush back!! 
 
 
31 May 2007 - The McCain Adventure Addicts withdrew from the ARWC.  E-mail from Tweet back to SA after withdrawing:  
 
"Yesterday afternoon we spent four hours debating about withdrawing from the ARWC, eventually deciding at about 19h30 to withdraw. We are now back in Fort William.  
 
We were busy with the trek from T4 to T5. We met up with some teams who were coming back from CP17, who informed us that the rivers had become impassable. We then 
waited to hear from race organisation. At around 16h00 they informed us to continue trekking along the tar road for a further 16km, before heading into the mountains along a 
military track to T5. We were going to be very hard pushed to make the cut off at T5. Also if we did manage to get through we were definitely not going to make the next cut 
off (just looking it looks like only 5 teams made this cut off). So it would have meant a lot of trekking on main roads and mtb short course routes on tar roads to T6. It was 
then a paddle leg with around 20km of portaging with 30kg boats (which none of us were particularly looking forward to). Then more short course options. We also were all not 
enjoying the cold. We were always just on the edge of freezing. It had basically rained the whole of the 158km mtb leg, with Jeannette spending an hour in the medics tent at 
the end of the leg 3 (mtb leg) with hypothermia and Phil, Sak and myself borderline.  
 
So basically we were all a little demotivated and cold and were not keen to spend three days chasing short course cut-offs in the freezing cold. Sounds a bit soft!! It has been 
tough, with the cold and raining being brutal.  
 
Anyway, now time for reflection and thought. Will spend the next two days sorting kit and cheering in the teams that do finish. We all very sad and quiet today!  
 
Adios Tweet" 
 
 
19 May 2007 - The McCain Adventure Addicts of Graham Bird, Jeannette Walder, Sakkie Meyer and Philip Swanepoel departed for Fort William, Scotland to compete in the 
530km Adventure Racing World Championships starting on Saturday 26 May.  Read the team press release here  
 
  Email here to subscribe to our newsletter 

Joanne Cooper Web Solutions      
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